General News and Announcements

Chinese Corner and Other Activities

With the festivities for Chinese New year ongoing, Chinese Division of Modern & Classical Language in SLU held a lively Chinese Corner on February 7th, 2014 in center of Global Citizenship, which set the mood for the upcoming Lantern Festival. The Chinese Corner is a bi-week interactive activity sponsored by The Chinese Division in the Spring semester of 2014. The Chinese Corner intends to provide the opportunity for cross-culture exchange and building up friendship among Chinese language students and their Chinese partners. It is also a good platform for students to enhance their speaking skills in either Chinese or English.

In addition to Chinese Corner, there are also “The Chinese Movie Night”, which students can interpret Chinese Culture at a deeper level through discussing about Chinese movie, and the “My Chinese Study Abroad Experience” for students who have studied in China to share experiences. They serve as a bridge to build a multi-cultural perspective among the students who also can develop proficient Chinese language skills.

If you are interested in Chinese Culture and Chinese Language, come to Joins us in Chinese Division in Modern & Classical Language Department in Ritter Hall! Stay tuned!

Meetings

The remaining department meetings this semester will be held on the following Thursdays, 3:35-5:00 p.m., in Ritter Hall 320.

3/27/14
4/24/14
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